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Intent-Oriented Dialog in Office 

U: “I want to add page numbers and a title” 
S: “Top or Bottom of the page?” 
U: “Top” 
S: “Please select page design from the templates” 
(*System shows drop down menu*) 
U: *User selects from menu* 
S: “Enter header or footer content” 
U: “C.V.” 
S: “Task completed.” 



Motivation 
n  Procedural dialog systems aim to assist users with a range of goals: 

n  guide visitors through a museum (Traum et al., 2012); 
n  teach students physics (Dzikovska et al., 2011); 

n  Limitations: 
n  require expensive manual engineering; 
n  substantial domain-specific task knowledge. 

n  Goal: building scalable dialogue systems in an automated way. 
n  Our approach: 

n  learning procedural dialog systems from task-oriented textual 
resources in combination with light, non-expert supervision. 



Related Work 
n  Grounded Language Learning 

n  Learning to understand instructions and complete the tasks 
automatically (Branavan et al., 2009, 2010; Kushman et al., 2009) 

n  Understanding game strategy guides (Branavan et al., 2011) 
n  Learning to follow navigational directions (Vogel and Jurafsky, 2010) 
n  Learning from conversational interactions (Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2011) 
n  Learning to sportscast (Chen and Mooney, 2011) 

n  Dialog Generation from Text 
n  Rule-based monologue to dialog generation (Paul Piwek et al. 2007) 
n  Data-driven text to dialog generation (Piwek and Stoyanchev, 2010, 2011) 



Data: Web Query Logs 

n  Access to task knowledge in textual form: 
n  examples of user intent statements (e.g., from search query logs); 
n  instructional text (e.g., Office help pages). 

n  Where did we get query data? 
n  Query Explore Platform (18-month log queries’ click graph) 

n  Queries mapped to Office Help Pages 
n  High frequency pain points (more than 1K queries per page) 



Data: Instructional Text 

ü  help with page numbers in the 
header 

ü  how to number some pages  
ü  microsoft word adding page 

numbers 
ü  how do you add numbering in 

ms word  
ü  word format footer sections  
ü  how do you add a page 

number on the right and 
header on the left 

ü  word 2007 insert page 
numbers not available  

ü  how to insert page numbers on 
both side of the pages  

Queries 



Data Pros and Cons 

Pros 
n  Tons of paraphrases for user intents 

n  Easy to get! Crowdsourcing! Direct query to help page mapping! 
Cons 
n  This is not dialog data! No sequences of utterances! 
n  Data omits slot fillers e.g., for the goal “add a border” 

n  color, style typically left unspecified 
 
n  Other domains: 

n  recipes that describe how to cook meals, software help web 
pages that describe how to achieve goals -  www.ehow.com 
or www.wikianswers.com  



Task 1. Building Dialog Trees 
from Instructions 

I.  Problem Formulation 
II.  User Action Type Classification Model 
III.  Experimental Setup and Results 

Task 1. Building Dialog Flowcharts from Help Pages 



Problem Formulation 

n  Given: 

n  help pages p1… pn and queries q1 … qm per page pi 

n  Find: 

n  for every page pi extract a topic ti and goals g1 … gk 

n  for every goal gj in a topic ti extract instructions i1 … il 

     classify user actions au
1
 … au

l identify system actions as
1
 … as

l
 

n  construct dialog trees f1 … fk 

Task 1. Building Dialog Flowcharts from Help Pages 



Office Help Pages (Topics) and Queries – t1 … tn and q1
  … qm 

Goals and Instructions – q1 ... qk and  i1 ... il 
Trees – f1 ... fk 

tn 

q1  

qm  

…
 

t1  

q1  

qm  

…
 

…
 

g1  

gk  

…
 

g1  

gk  

…
 

Query Paraphrases      Queries       Topics          Goals  Instructions      Dialog Trees 

i1  

il  

i1 

il  

fn  

…
 

f1  

§  help with page 
numbers in the header 

§  how to number some 
pages  

§  adding page numbers 
§  how do you add 

numbering 

§  how to set a font size 
to stick in word  

§  default font  
§  how to set the font 
§  how do you change 

default font and font 
size in office? 

… 

i1 

il  

i1 

il  

… 

… 

… 

Task 1. Building Dialog Flowcharts from Help Pages 



Extracting Goals and Instructions 

 
 

CREATE A HEADER OR FOOTER THAT CONTAINS ONLY 
THE PAGE NUMBER 

1.  On the Insert tab, in the Header & Footer group, click Page Number.  
2.  Click Top of Page or Bottom of Page, depending on where you want page 

numbers to appear in your document.  
3.  Choose a page number design from the gallery of designs.  

INCLUDE PAGE OR PAGE X OF Y WITH THE PAGE NUMBER 
 
1.  On the Insert tab, in the Header & Footer group, click Page Number.  
2.  Click Top of Page, Bottom of Page, Page Margins, or Current Position 

depending on where you want page numbers to appear in your document.  

g1.1  

i1.1.1 
i1.1.2 
i1.1.3  

g1.2  

i1.2.1 
i1.2.2 

t1  

Office Help Page 

ADD AND FORMAT PAGE NUMBERS 

Task 1. Building Dialog Flowcharts from Help Pages 



User Actions 

n  Process instruction sets, identify steps requiring user 
action (different node types in a dialog tree represent 
user interaction points and interaction types): 
n  Selection (picture, template, dialog box) 
n  Binary choice (e.g. top or bottom of page) 
n  Input (enter a comment, insert page number) 
n  None (do not require user interaction) 

Node 
 X 

Select 

Node 
 Y 

Binary 

Node 
 Z 

Input 

Task 1. Building Dialog Flowcharts from Help Pages 



System Actions 

n  Process instruction sets, identify steps requiring system 
actions: 
n  Ask a binary question 

n  “….Top Page or Bottom of Page, depending 
     on where you want page numbers 
     to appear in your document?” 

n  Display a popup 
n  “Choose a page number design 
    from the gallery of designs” 

n  Display a prompt 
n  “Type the content, and then press TAB 
     to position the content”  

n  Execute macro 

as: Top of Page 
or bottom  
of Page? 

Binary 

Select 
as: Pop up 

Execute 

as: Enter header 
or footer context? 

Input 

Task 1. Building Dialog Flowcharts from Help Pages 



Building Dialog Trees 

as: “Top of Page or 
 Bottom of Page?” 

as: Popup 

au: Selection au: Input 

as: “Enter header 
or footer 
context?” 

Execute 

g1.1
 g1.2

 

t1 
Add header or footer 

content to a 
preformatted page 

number design 

Include Page or 
Page X of Y with 
the page number 

a1.1.2
 

Add and format 
page numbers 

g1.3
 g1.4

 

au: Binary 

a1.1.1
 

a1.1.3
 

qt 

qa 

qg 

Task 1. Building Dialog Flowcharts from Help Pages 



User Action Type Classification (1) 

Task 1. Building Dialog Flowcharts from Help Pages 

n  Observe instructions i1…il with categories: 
n  Binary, Selection, Input and None 

 
n  Log-linear model (max. cond. likelihood) 

 

n  Features are indicator functions of properties of the 
instructions and a particular class  

Figure 2: An example instructional text paired with a section of the corresponding dialog tree.

3 Building Dialog Trees from
Instructions

Our first problem is to convert sets of instructions
for user goals to dialog trees, as shown in Figure
2. These goals are broadly grouped into topics (in-
struction pages) by the content authors. In addi-
tion, we manually associate each node in a dialog
tree with a training set of 10 queries. For the 76
goals (246 instructions) in our dataset, this anno-
tation effort took a single annotator a total of 41
hours. Scaling this approach to the entire Office
help domain would require a focused annotation
effort. Crucially, though, this annotation work can
be carried out by non-specialists, and could even
be crowdsourced (Bernstein et al., 2010).

Problem Definition As input, we are given in-
structional text (p1 . . . pn), comprised of topics
(t1 . . . tn) describing:
(1) high-level user intents (e.g., t1 – “add and for-

mat page numbers”)
(2) goals (g1, . . . , gk) that represent more spe-

cific user intents (e.g., g1 – “add header or
footer content to a preformatted page number
design”, g2 – “place the page number in the
side margin of the page”).

Every goal gj contains a set of step-by-step in-
structions (i1 . . . il) that describe user actions to
accomplish the goal. Each instruction may or
may not require user interaction, and each corre-
sponds to one of four types of user actions au: bi-
nary (e.g., “choose top or bottom of page”, “se-
lect header or footer”), selection (e.g., “select a
picture”, “document template, or any option from
a dialog box”), input (e.g., “enter a comment or
type header content”) and none. User actions de-
fine user interaction points and interaction types.

Given instructional text p1 . . . pn and queries
q1 . . . qm per topic ti, our goals are as follows:

- for every instructional page pi extract a topic
ti and a set of goals g1 . . . gk;

Figure 3: Relationships between user queries and
OHP with goals, instructions and dialog trees.

- for every goal gj for a topic ti, extract a set of
instructions i1 . . . il;

- from topics, goals and instructions, construct
dialog trees f1 . . . fn (one dialog tree per
topic). Classify instructions to user interac-
tion types thereby identifying system action
nodes a1s . . . a

l
s. Transitions between these

nodes are the user actions a1u . . . alu.
Figure 2 (left) presents an example of a topic

extracted from the help page, and a set of goals
and instructions annotated with user action types.

In the next few sections of the paper, we out-
line an overall system component design demon-
strating how queries and topics are mapped to the
dialog trees in Figure 3. The figure shows many-
to-one relations between queries and topics, one-
to-many relations between topics and goals, goals
and instructions, and one-to-one relations between
topics and dialog trees.

User Action Classification We aim to classify
instructional text (i1 . . . il) for every goal gj in the
decision tree into four categories: binary, selec-
tion, input or none.

Given a single instruction i with category au,
we use a log-linear model to represent the distri-
bution over the space of possible user actions. Un-
der this representation, the user action distribution
is defined as:

p(au|i, θ) =
eθ·φ(au,i)�
a�u

eθ·φ(au,i)
, (1)

Features # Features Accuracy

Baseline 1: Majority – 0.53

Baseline 2: Heuristic – 0.64

Ngrams 10,556 0.89

Ngrams + Stems 12,196 0.89

Table 1: Instruction classification results.

where φ(au, i) ∈ Rn
is an n-dimensional fea-

ture representation and �θ is a parameter vector we

aim to learn. Features are indicator functions of

properties of the instructions and a particular class.

For smoothing we use a zero mean, unit variance

Gaussian prior (0, 1) that penalizes �θ for drifting

too far from the mean, along with the following

optimization function:

log p(Au, θ|I) = log p(Au|I, θ)− log p(θ) =

=
�

au,i∈(Au,I)

p(au|i, θ)−
�

i

(θ − µi)2

2σ2
i

+ k

(2)

We use L-BFGS (Nocedal and Wright, 2000) as

an optimizer.

Experimental Setup As described in Section 2,

our dataset consists of 76 goals grouped into 30

topics (average 2-3 goals per topic) for a total of

246 instructions (average 3 instructions per goal).

We manually label all instructions with user ac-

tion au categories. The distribution over cate-

gories is binary=14, input=23, selection=80 and

none=129. The data is skewed toward the cate-

gories none and selection; many instruction do not

require any user input. The example instructions

with corresponding user action labels are shown

in Figure 2 (left) . Finally, we divide the 246 in-

structions into 2 sets: 80% training and 20% test,

199 and 47 instructions respectively.

Results We apply the user action type classifi-

cation model described in the Eq.1 and 2 to clas-

sify instructions from the test set into 4 categories.

In Table 1 we report classification results for 2

baselines: a majority class and heuristic-based ap-

proach, and 2 models with different feature types:

ngrams and ngrams + stems. As baselines, we use

simple lexical clues to classify instructions (e.g., X
or Y for binary, select Y for selection and type X,
insert Y for input). Table 1 summarizes the results

of mapping instructional text to user actions.

Building the Dialog Trees Based on the classi-

fied user action types, we identify system actions

a1s . . . a
l
s which correspond to 3 types of user ac-

tions a1s . . . a
l
s (excluding none type) for every goal

in a topic ti. This involved associating all words

from an instruction il with a system action als. Fi-

nally, for every topic we automatically construct a

dialog tree as shown in Figure 2 (right). The dia-

log tree includes a topic t1 with goals g1 . . . g4, and

actions (user actions au and system actions as).

Definition 1. A dialog tree encodes a user-system
dialog flow about a topic ti represented as a di-
rected unweighted graph fi = (V,E) where top-
ics, goals and actions are nodes of correspond-
ing types {t1 . . . tn}, {g1 . . . gk}, {a1 . . . al} ∈ V .
There is a hierarchical dependency between topic,
goal and action nodes. User interactions are
represented by edges ti → {g1 . . . gk}, a1u =
(gj , a1) . . . alu = (ak−1, ak) ∈ E.

For example, in the dialog tree in Figure 2 there

is a relation t1 → g4 between the topic t1 “add

and format page numbers” and the goal g4 “in-

clude page of page X of Y with the page number”.

Moreover, in the dialog tree, the topic level node

has one index i ∈ [1..n], n = numberoftopics.

Every goal node includes information about its

parent (topic) node and has double index i.j,

where j ∈ [1..k]. Finally, action nodes include in-

formation about their parent (goal) and grandpar-

ent (topic) nodes and have triple index i.j.z, where

z ∈ [1..l].

4 Understanding Initial Queries

This section presents a model for classifying ini-

tial user queries to nodes in a dialog tree, which

allows for a variety of different types of queries.

They can be under-specified, including informa-

tion about a topic only (e.g., “add or delete page

numbers”); partially specified, including informa-

tion about a goal (e.g., “insert page number”); or

over-specified, including information about an ac-

tion ( e.g., “page numbering at bottom page”.)

Problem Definition Given an initial query, the

dialog system initializes to a state s0, searches for

the deepest relevant node given a query, and maps

the query to a node on a topic ti, goal gj or action

ak level in the dialog tree fi, as shown in Figure 4.

More formally, as input, we are given automati-

cally constructed dialog trees f1 . . . fn for instruc-

tional text (help pages) annotated with topic, goal

and action nodes and associated with system ac-

tions as shown in Figure 2 (right). From the query



Experiment Setup 

n  Goal: classify user action types   
n  Data (manually labeled): 

n  30 topics with >1000 queries 
n  pain points for Word users 

n  76 goals, 246 instructions 
n  ~ 3 instructions per goal 

n  Training: 199 instructions 
n  Test: 47 instructions 

14 23 

80 

129 

0 
20 
40 
60 
80 

100 
120 
140 

Binary Input Select None 

User Action 

Task 1. Building Dialog Flowcharts from Help Pages 



Experiment Results 

Feature Types #Features Accuracy 

Baseline 1: Majority -    0.53 

Baseline 2: Heuristic - 0.64 

Ngrams 10,556 0.89 

Summary: 
§  Extracted topics, goals, instructions from Office Help Pages (OHP) 
§  OHP instructions can be easily classified into user actions with 

high accuracy à OHP are incredibly structured 
§  Build dialog trees automatically with limited annotation effort  

Task 1. Building Dialog Flowcharts from Help Pages 



Task 2. Understanding Initial 
Queries 

I.  Problem Formulation 
II.  Initial Dialog State Classification Model  
III.  Experimental Setup and Results 

Task 2. Mapping Queries to Initial Dialog States 



Problem Formulation 

Task 2. Mapping Queries to Initial Dialog States 

n  Given: 

n  Dialog trees f1… fn with topics, goals and actions 

(includes annotated queries) and a new query q 

n  Find: 

n  an initial dialog state s0 that maximizes  

n  predict the deepest relevant node in the dialog tree  
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Query To Dialog State Mapping 

Execute 

g1.1 g1.2 

t1 

g1.3 g1.4 

a1.1.1
 

a1.1.2
 a1.1.3

 

t1 queries: 
§  page number 
§  numbering pages 
§  how do you number pages 
§  how do you do page numbering  

g1.1 queries: 
§  number page with text 
§  page numbering with 

text prefix 
§  how do you put your 

name and a page 
number on each page 

q3: set a page 
number in a 
footer 

a1.1 queries: 
§  headers page number 
§  inserting page 

number in header 
§  page numbers on 

bottom of page 
§  page numbering at 

bottom page 

q1: how to 
number pages 

q2: add content 
with page 
number 



Initial Dialog State Classification (1) 

Task 2. Mapping Queries to Initial Dialog States 

n  Observe a query q to node mapping which encodes 
an initial dialog state update s0 with a category: 

n  We employ a log-linear model to maximize initial 
dialog state distribution over the space of all nodes in 
a dialog network: 

Figure 4: Mapping initial user queries to the nodes
on different depth in a dialog tree.

logs, we associate queries with each node type:
topic qt, goal qg and action qa. This is shown in
Figure 2 and 4. We join these dialog trees repre-
senting different topics into a dialog network by
introducing a global root. Within the network,
we aim to find (1) an initial dialog state s0 that
maximizes the probability of state given a query
p(s0|q, θ); and (2) the deepest relevant node v ∈ V
on topic ti, goal gj or action ak depth in the tree.

Initial Dialog State Model We aim to predict
the best node in a dialog tree ti, gj , al ∈ V based
on a user query q. A query-to-node mapping is en-
coded as an initial dialog state s0 represented by a
binary vector over all nodes in the dialog network:
s0 = [t1, g1.1, g1.2, g1.2.1 . . . , tn, gn.1, gn.1.1].
We employ a log-linear model and try to maxi-

mize initial dialog state distribution over the space
of all nodes in a dialog network:

p(s0|q, θ) =
e
�

i θiφi(s0,q)

�
s�0
e
�

i θiφi(s�0,q)
, (3)

Optimization follows Eq. 2.
We experimented with a variety of features.

Lexical features included query ngrams (up to 3-
grams) associated with every node in a dialog tree
with removed stopwords and stemming query un-
igrams. We also used network structural features:
tf-idf scores, query ngram overlap with the topic
and goal descriptions, as well as system action
prompts, and query ngram overlap with a history
including queries from parent nodes.

Experimental Setup For each dialog tree,
nodes corresponding to single instructions were
hand-annotated with a small set of user queries,
as described in Section 3. Approximately 60% of

Accuracy
Features Topic Goal Action
Random 0.10 0.04 0.04
TFIDF 1Best 0.81 0.21 0.45
Lexical (L) 0.92 0.66 0.63
L + 10TFIDF 0.94 0.66 0.64
L + 10TFIDF + PO 0.94 0.65 0.65
L + 10TFIDF + QO 0.95 0.72 0.69
All above + QHistO 0.96 0.73 0.71

Table 2: Initial dialog state classification results
where L stands for lexical features, 10TFIDF - 10
best tf-idf scores, PO - prompt overlap, QO - query
overlap, and QHistO - query history overlap.

all action nodes have no associated queries1 For
the 76 goals, the resulting dataset consists of 972
node-query pairs, 80% training and 20% test.

Results The initial dialog state classification
model of finding a single node given an initial
query is described in Eq. 3.

We chose two simple baselines: (1) randomly
select a dialog network node and (2) use a tf-idf
1-best model2. Stemming, stopword removal and
including top 10 tf-idf results as features led to a
19% increase in classifier accuracy on an action
node level over baseline (2). Adding the follow-
ing features led to an overall 26% improvement:
prompt overlap (PO), which captures query ngram
overlap with a system action prompt, query over-
lap with other node queries (QO), and query over-
lap with its parent queries (QHistO) .

We present more detailed results for topic, goal
and action nodes in Table 2. For nodes deeper in
the tree, the task of mapping a user query to an
action becomes more challenging. Note, however,
that the action node accuracy numbers actually un-
derstate the utility of the resulting dialog system.
The reason is that even incorrect node assignments
can lead to useful system performance. As long
as a misclassification results being assigned to a
too-high node within the correct dialog tree, the
user will experience a graceful failure: they may
be forced to answer some redundant questions, but
they will still be able to accomplish the task.

1There are multiple possible reasons for this: the soft-
ware user interface may already make it clear how to accom-
plish this intent, the user may not understand that the software
makes this fine-grained option available to them, or their ex-
perience with search engines may lead them to state their in-
tent in a more coarse-grained way.

2We use cosine similarity to rank all nodes in a dialog
network and select the node with the highest rank.

Figure 4: Mapping initial user queries to the nodes
on different depth in a dialog tree.

logs, we associate queries with each node type:
topic qt, goal qg and action qa. This is shown in
Figure 2 and 4. We join these dialog trees repre-
senting different topics into a dialog network by
introducing a global root. Within the network,
we aim to find (1) an initial dialog state s0 that
maximizes the probability of state given a query
p(s0|q, θ); and (2) the deepest relevant node v ∈ V
on topic ti, goal gj or action ak depth in the tree.

Initial Dialog State Model We aim to predict
the best node in a dialog tree ti, gj , al ∈ V based
on a user query q. A query-to-node mapping is en-
coded as an initial dialog state s0 represented by a
binary vector over all nodes in the dialog network:
s0 = [t1, g1.1, g1.2, g1.2.1 . . . , tn, gn.1, gn.1.1].
We employ a log-linear model and try to maxi-

mize initial dialog state distribution over the space
of all nodes in a dialog network:

p(s0|q, θ) =
e
�

i θiφi(s0,q)

�
s�0
e
�

i θiφi(s�0,q)
, (3)

Optimization follows Eq. 2.
We experimented with a variety of features.

Lexical features included query ngrams (up to 3-
grams) associated with every node in a dialog tree
with removed stopwords and stemming query un-
igrams. We also used network structural features:
tf-idf scores, query ngram overlap with the topic
and goal descriptions, as well as system action
prompts, and query ngram overlap with a history
including queries from parent nodes.

Experimental Setup For each dialog tree,
nodes corresponding to single instructions were
hand-annotated with a small set of user queries,
as described in Section 3. Approximately 60% of

Accuracy
Features Topic Goal Action
Random 0.10 0.04 0.04
TFIDF 1Best 0.81 0.21 0.45
Lexical (L) 0.92 0.66 0.63
L + 10TFIDF 0.94 0.66 0.64
L + 10TFIDF + PO 0.94 0.65 0.65
L + 10TFIDF + QO 0.95 0.72 0.69
All above + QHistO 0.96 0.73 0.71

Table 2: Initial dialog state classification results
where L stands for lexical features, 10TFIDF - 10
best tf-idf scores, PO - prompt overlap, QO - query
overlap, and QHistO - query history overlap.

all action nodes have no associated queries1 For
the 76 goals, the resulting dataset consists of 972
node-query pairs, 80% training and 20% test.

Results The initial dialog state classification
model of finding a single node given an initial
query is described in Eq. 3.

We chose two simple baselines: (1) randomly
select a dialog network node and (2) use a tf-idf
1-best model2. Stemming, stopword removal and
including top 10 tf-idf results as features led to a
19% increase in classifier accuracy on an action
node level over baseline (2). Adding the follow-
ing features led to an overall 26% improvement:
prompt overlap (PO), which captures query ngram
overlap with a system action prompt, query over-
lap with other node queries (QO), and query over-
lap with its parent queries (QHistO) .

We present more detailed results for topic, goal
and action nodes in Table 2. For nodes deeper in
the tree, the task of mapping a user query to an
action becomes more challenging. Note, however,
that the action node accuracy numbers actually un-
derstate the utility of the resulting dialog system.
The reason is that even incorrect node assignments
can lead to useful system performance. As long
as a misclassification results being assigned to a
too-high node within the correct dialog tree, the
user will experience a graceful failure: they may
be forced to answer some redundant questions, but
they will still be able to accomplish the task.

1There are multiple possible reasons for this: the soft-
ware user interface may already make it clear how to accom-
plish this intent, the user may not understand that the software
makes this fine-grained option available to them, or their ex-
perience with search engines may lead them to state their in-
tent in a more coarse-grained way.

2We use cosine similarity to rank all nodes in a dialog
network and select the node with the highest rank.



Features 

n  Lexical features: 

n  Query n-grams + stems +  no stop words 
n  State features: 

n  TFIDF 10 best scores  
n  Query q overlap with system prompt as from an initial state s0 

n  q: help with page numbers and as: choose a page number design 

n  Query q overlap with queries from an initial state s0 state  
n  q:  how to set a page number in a footer and qs: how to insert page 

numbers in footer 

n  Query q overlap with queries from state s0 parents (history) 

Task 2. Mapping Queries to Initial Dialog States 



Experiment Setup 

n  Goal: find initial dialog state s0 given query q 
n  Data (manually mapped queries to nodes): 

n  5 - 10 queries per topic, goal 
n  less queries for the action nodes 
n  ~60% of action nodes do not have any queries 

n   e.g., “Choose a page number design from the gallery 
of designs” 

n  Training: 838 query to initial state pairs 
n  Test: 134 query to initial state pairs 

Task 2. Mapping Queries to Initial Dialog States 



Experiment Results (1) 

Feature Types Topic Goal Action 

Baseline 1: Random 0.10 0.04 0.04 

Baseline 2: TFIDF 1 Best 0.81 0.21 0.45 

Lexical (L) n-grams + stop words + stems 0.92 0.66 0.63 

L + TFIDF 10Best 0.94 0.66 0.64 

L + TFIDF 10Best + SystemPromptOverlap 0.94 0.65 0.65 

L + TFIDF 10Best + QueryOverlap 0.95 0.72 0.69 

All above +  QueryHistoryOverlap 0.96 0.73 0.71 

Task 2. Mapping Queries to Initial Dialog States 

Summary: 
§  Even incorrect node assignments can lead to useful system performance! 

(as long as misclassification results being assigned to a too-high node 
within the correct dialog tree). 
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q’: comment in 
a document 

q’: changing initials 
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Problem Formulation 

Task 3. Learning Dialog State Updates from Query Refinements 

n  Given a query q, system action as from previous 

dialog state s and a new query q’: 

n  find a new dialog state s’ at any level in the dialog 

tree that maximizes conditional probability: 
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Dialog State Update Classification (1) 

Task 2. Mapping Queries to Initial Dialog States 

n  Observe previous state s (includes prev. query q and 
system action as) and a new query q’ pairs which 
encodes a new dialog state s’ with a category: 

n  Log-linear model: 

5 Understanding Query Refinements

We also developed a classifier model for mapping

followup queries to dialog tree nodes, while main-

taining a dialog state that summarizes the history

of the current interaction.

Problem Definition Similar to the problem def-

inition in Section 4, we are given a network of di-

alog trees f1 . . . fn and a query q�, but in addition

we are given the previous dialog state s, which

contains the previous user utterance q and the last

system action as. We aim to find a new dialog

state s� that pairs a node from the dialog tree with

updated history information, thereby undergoing a

dialog state update.

We learn a linear classifier that models

p(s�|q�, q, as, θ), the dialog state update distribu-

tion, where we constrain the new state s� to contain

the new utterance q� we are interpreting. This dis-

tribution models 3 transition types: append, over-
ride and reset.
Definition 2. An append action defines a dialog
state update when transitioning from a node to its
children at any depth in the same dialog tree e.g.,
ti → gi.j (from a topic to a goal node), gi.j →
ai.j.z (from a goal to an action node) etc.
Definition 3. An override action defines a dialog
state update when transitioning from a goal to its
sibling node. It could also be from an action node3

to another in its parent sibling node in the same di-
alog tree e.g., gi.j−1 → gi.j (from one goal to an-
other goal in the same topic tree), ai.j.z → ai.¬j.z
(from an action node to another action node in a
different goal in the same dialog tree) etc.
Definition 4. A reset action defines a dialog state
update when transitioning from a node in a current
dialog tree to any other node at any depth in a
dialog tree other than the current dialog tree e.g.,
ti → t¬i, (from one topic node to another topic
node) ti → g¬i.j (from a topic node to a goal node
in a different topic subtree), etc.

The append action should be selected when the

user’s intent is to clarify a previous query (e.g.,
“insert page numbers” → “page numbers in the

footer”). An override action is appropriate when

the user’s intent is to change a goal within the

same topic (e.g., “insert page number → “change

page number”). Finally, a reset action should be

3
A transition from an action node must be to a different

goal or an action node in a different goal but in the same

dialog tree.

used when the user’s intent is to restart the dialog

(e.g., “insert page x of y” → “set default font”).

We present more examples for append, override
and reset dialog state update actions in Table 3.

Figure 5 illustrates examples of append, over-
ride and reset dialog state updates. All transitions

presented in Figure 5 are aligned with the example

q and q� queries in Table 3.

Dialog State Update Model We use a log-linear

model to maximize a dialog state distribution over

the space of all nodes in a dialog network:

p(s�|q�, q, asθ) =
e
�

i θiφi(s�,q�,as,q)

�
s�� e

�
i θiφi(s��,q�,as,q)

, (4)

Optimization is done as described in Section 3.

Experimental Setup Ideally, dialog systems

should be evaluated relative to large volumes of

real user interaction data. Our query log data,

however, does not include dialog turns, and so we

turn to simulated user behavior to test our system.

Our approach, inspired by recent work (Schatz-

mann et al., 2006; Scheffler and Young, 2002;

Georgila et al., 2005), involves simulating dialog

turns as follows. To define a state s we sam-

ple a query q from a set of queries per node v
and get a corresponding system action as for this

node; to define a state s�, we sample a new query

q� from another node v� ∈ V, v �= v� which

is sampled using a prior probability biased to-

wards append: p(append)=0.7, p(override)=0.2,
p(reset)=0.1. This approach defines a dialog strat-

egy where the user primarily continues with their

current goal and rarely resets.

We simulate 1100 previous state and new query

pairs for training and 440 pairs for testing. The

features were lexical, including word ngrams,

stems with no stopwords; we also tested network

structure, such as:

- old q and new q� query overlap (QO);

- q� overlap with a system prompt as (PO);

- q� ngram overlap with all queries from the old

state s (SQO);

- q� ngram overlap with all queries from the

new state s� (S
�
QO);

- q� ngram overlap with all queries from the

new state parents (S
�
ParQO).

Results Table 4 reports results for dialog state

updates for topic, goal and action nodes. We also

report performance for two types of dialog updates

such as: append (App.) and override (Over.).

Figure 4: Mapping initial user queries to the nodes
on different depth in a dialog tree.

logs, we associate queries with each node type:
topic qt, goal qg and action qa. This is shown in
Figure 2 and 4. We join these dialog trees repre-
senting different topics into a dialog network by
introducing a global root. Within the network,
we aim to find (1) an initial dialog state s0 that
maximizes the probability of state given a query
p(s0|q, θ); and (2) the deepest relevant node v ∈ V
on topic ti, goal gj or action ak depth in the tree.

Initial Dialog State Model We aim to predict
the best node in a dialog tree ti, gj , al ∈ V based
on a user query q. A query-to-node mapping is en-
coded as an initial dialog state s0 represented by a
binary vector over all nodes in the dialog network:

s0 = [t1, g1.1, g1.2, g1.2.1 . . . , tn, gn.1, gn.1.1].
We employ a log-linear model and try to maxi-

mize initial dialog state distribution over the space
of all nodes in a dialog network:

p(s0|q, θ) =
e
�

i θiφi(s0,q)

�
s�0
e
�

i θiφi(s�0,q)
, (3)

Optimization follows Eq. 2.
We experimented with a variety of features.

Lexical features included query ngrams (up to 3-
grams) associated with every node in a dialog tree
with removed stopwords and stemming query un-
igrams. We also used network structural features:
tf-idf scores, query ngram overlap with the topic
and goal descriptions, as well as system action
prompts, and query ngram overlap with a history
including queries from parent nodes.

Experimental Setup For each dialog tree,
nodes corresponding to single instructions were
hand-annotated with a small set of user queries,
as described in Section 3. Approximately 60% of

Accuracy
Features Topic Goal Action
Random 0.10 0.04 0.04
TFIDF 1Best 0.81 0.21 0.45
Lexical (L) 0.92 0.66 0.63
L + 10TFIDF 0.94 0.66 0.64
L + 10TFIDF + PO 0.94 0.65 0.65
L + 10TFIDF + QO 0.95 0.72 0.69
All above + QHistO 0.96 0.73 0.71

Table 2: Initial dialog state classification results
where L stands for lexical features, 10TFIDF - 10
best tf-idf scores, PO - prompt overlap, QO - query
overlap, and QHistO - query history overlap.

all action nodes have no associated queries1 For
the 76 goals, the resulting dataset consists of 972
node-query pairs, 80% training and 20% test.

Results The initial dialog state classification
model of finding a single node given an initial
query is described in Eq. 3.

We chose two simple baselines: (1) randomly
select a dialog network node and (2) use a tf-idf
1-best model2. Stemming, stopword removal and
including top 10 tf-idf results as features led to a
19% increase in classifier accuracy on an action
node level over baseline (2). Adding the follow-
ing features led to an overall 26% improvement:
prompt overlap (PO), which captures query ngram
overlap with a system action prompt, query over-
lap with other node queries (QO), and query over-
lap with its parent queries (QHistO) .

We present more detailed results for topic, goal
and action nodes in Table 2. For nodes deeper in
the tree, the task of mapping a user query to an
action becomes more challenging. Note, however,
that the action node accuracy numbers actually un-
derstate the utility of the resulting dialog system.
The reason is that even incorrect node assignments
can lead to useful system performance. As long
as a misclassification results being assigned to a
too-high node within the correct dialog tree, the
user will experience a graceful failure: they may
be forced to answer some redundant questions, but
they will still be able to accomplish the task.

1There are multiple possible reasons for this: the soft-
ware user interface may already make it clear how to accom-
plish this intent, the user may not understand that the software
makes this fine-grained option available to them, or their ex-
perience with search engines may lead them to state their in-
tent in a more coarse-grained way.

2We use cosine similarity to rank all nodes in a dialog
network and select the node with the highest rank.



Features (1) 

Task 2. Mapping Queries to Initial Dialog States 

n  Lexical features: 
n  Query n-grams + stems + no stop words 

n  State features: 
n  TFIDF 10 best scores 
n  Query q’ overlap with prev. query q 

n  q’: how do add a comment and q: set a page number in footnote  

n  Query q’ overlap with system prompt as 
n  q’: make a degree symbol and as: choose a page number design 



Features (2) 

n  Query and state overlap features: 

n  Query q’ overlap with queries from prev. state s 
n  q’: footer page number and qs: enter page x of y 

n  Query q’ overlap with queries from new state s’ 
n  q’: footer page number and qs’: how to insert page numbers in footer 

n  Parent query overlap features: 

n  Query q’ overlap with queries from prev. state s parents 

n  Query q’ overlap with queries from new. state s’ parents 

Task 2. Mapping Queries to Initial Dialog States 



Experiment Setup 

n  Goal: predict a new state s’ given a new 
query q’ and prev. state s 

n  Simulate Dialog Turns 
n  For every node/state n: 

n  sample q ~ (q1
n … qm

n)  
n  get system action as 

n  sample a new node n’ using prior probability 
n  sample q’ ~ (q1

n’ … qm
n’) 

n  Training: 1100 prev. state s to new query q’ pairs 
Test: 440 prev. state s to new query q’ pairs 

Task 3. Learning Dialog State Updates from Query Refinements 
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Experiment Results 

Feature Types Topic Goal Action Append Override 

Lexical (L) 0.92 0.76 0.78 0.90 0.89 

L + QOverlap 0.93 0.80 0.80 0.92 0.83 

L + POverlap 0.93 0.80 0.79 0.91 0.85 

L + QOverlap + POverlap 0.94 0.80 0.80 0.93 0.85 

L + SQOverlap 0.94 0.82 0.81 0.93 0.85 

L + S’QOverlap 0.93 0.80 0.80 0.91 0.90 

L + S’QOverlap + ParentQOverlap 0.94 0.80 0.80 0.91 0.86 

L + QOverlap + SQOverlap 0.94 0.81 0.81 0.91 0.88 

L + SQOverlap + S’QOverlap 0.95 0.84 0.83 0.94 0.88 

Task 2. Mapping Queries to Initial Dialog States 



Small Scale User Study 

n  Select 8 from 76 goals, 48 interactions total 
n  Ask 6 users to rate the system on a scale from 1 to 5 

User Satisfaction Av. Score ± Std. Dev. 

Overall satisfaction 3.42 ± 0.49 

Questions were relevant 4.17 ± 0.41  

System managed ambiguity 4.00 ± 0.89 

Objective Measures Observed Rates 

User achieved task 83% 

System asked irrelevant questions 19% 

System asked redundant questions 18% 



Conclusions 

n  Construct procedural dialog systems with light supervision 
automatically given only textual resources: 
n  instructional text  
n  search query click logs 

n  Future Work: 
n  Scale to new domains and increase the complexity of the 

dialog manager 
n  Explore the range of possible textual knowledge sources that 

could be incorporated 
n  Enable end users to author new goals by writing procedural 

instructions in natural language 



Thank you! 
 

Questions 


